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Abstract 

This study takes into account an important linguistic phenomenon which is " gerund   

variations", when the only one verb, especially the three radical verb, comes in more 

than one verb origin. Verbs vary in that; some have two origins, others have three, and 

some others increase to reach four structures. The structures of the origins for the one 

verb increase to reach in some verbs to fourteen origins. Arab linguists concerned 

especially about studying the verb origin. Researches about verb origins vary through 

syntax and morphology books, Philology books, structures books and language 

dictionaries,Therefore, it was crucial to select one of these resources and hence, 

"Alqamous Almoheet, by Fairooz Abadi" was selected to be the field of studying this 

phenomenon, for its wide linguistic variety, organized content and brief presenting of it. 

This study concerns mainly about "variety" being a phenomenon that hasn't been 

subjected to the analytical descriptive study in order to reach some purposes mainly:  

observation of aspects of variation, which are presented by the aspects of differences in 

verb origins and its variety, by reporting and description. In addition, this study aims to 

uncover the reasons of  the variety of verbs origins through adding an appropriate 

reason regarding the too many structures that it has, and giving an acceptable 

interpretation for the many of them being out of measurement.  

This research includes  an introduction, preface, and two sections; the preface was in 

the title of the research  in order to interpret its terms and prepare the reader for its 

content . The preface comes in three sections: variety, origins and Alqamous Almoheet 

dictionary. Then, comes the first section which is entitled  "aspects of verb origins 

variations. This section consists of five chapters, which are the most important aspects 

reached by the research; they are: difference in criteria regarding the structures of verb 

origins, abstraction and increase, phonetic masculine and feminization, limitation and 

extension, syncopation and separation. 

The second section was entitled: the reasons for verb origins variations, where the 

research has reached the outcome that the reasons for variety are three, which represent 

the three chapters of this section: the first are moral reasons, which is identified by 

recognizing the difference between the various meanings that are indicated by the verb, 

and taking the verb origin by its counterpart which nearly has the same meaning, and 

taking the verb origin by its counterpart which is contrary to its meaning, and the 

existence of some morphological meanings for some verb origins structures. 

The second chapter is the verbal reasons; it is of three researches, mitigation that 

contains the morphological rules like vowelization, replacement and deletion. The 

second research entitled by approbation, and it contains following and spatial inverting; 

and the third search which is entitled by expansion and diversification and increasing 

the number of structures, and it includes verbal feminization and synonymy.  

Finally, come some different elements that caused the variety of verbs origins. They 

were gathered in one chapter, entitled by: things that have neither verbal nor moral 

reason, and they contain one of the most important elements, which is the difference of 

languages, verb variety, jurisdiction, assets possibility and overlapping, tuning, 

necessity of poetry, laminating and distortion, and phantasm.                 
 

 

 


